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Abstract

This paper discusses the validity of a series expansion of two-dimensional
magnetic fields with harmonic functions, and suggests that the series may not
converge outside of the pole gap. It also points out that this difficulty may appear
due to a slow convergence of the series near to the pole edge, even within the
convergent area.



1. Introduction

A two-dimensional magnetic-field model is widely used for analyzing accelerator

iron-core magnets. Since the center region, where charged particles travel through, is

free from any magnetic or conducting material, the magnetic field there is governed

by a two-dimensional Laplace equation. Imagine a dipole magnet like that shown in

Fig.l, which also includes the coordinate system of the paper. The magnetic field on

the x-axis (By) would have a trapezoidal shape, as shown in Fig.2. Two-dimensional

fields are easily calculated with computer codes, both in the pole gap and outside of

the pole edge. For evaluating the field quality, or studying the beam behavior under

the influence of a nonlinear magnetic field, the field is very often expanded in a Taylor

series around the magnet center, or the beam orbit center. Then, a naive question

arises as to whether the field expansion is also valid outside of the pole edge. If not,

the next question would be where or how the convergence of the series fails.
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Figure 1: Geometry of a symmetric

dipole magnet.
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Figure 2: Typical magnetic field on the

median plane.

This paper deals with this question while considering a simple mathematical mag-

net model using analytic functions; it also shows that the field expansion is not always

valid outside of the pole gap region, even in the material-free region. Mathematical

models are to be applied to dipole and quadrupole magnets, particularly to those with

shims, and to suggest that the location of shims limits the convergent radius of the

series expansion. It then points out that the difficulty of the harmonic-field expansion

may appear due to a slow convergence of the series, even within the convergent area,

when a precise field analysis is needed near to the shim structure.
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2. Two-dimensional magnetic field

Since the magnetic permeability of an iron core is assumed to be infinite, the mag-

netic field is always normal to the pole surface. Under this condition the magnetic

field in the free space can be derived from an analytic function of the complex variable

z{= x + iy),

f{z) = <f>{x,y) + itl>(x,y). (1)

Its imaginary part here corresponds to the scalar magnetic potential, which gives mag-
netic fields as

B *+• R dip
B* =-te> ^-d? (2)

The magnet pole shape must coincide with an equi-potential line of i/)(x,y). On the

other hand, equi-potential lines of <f>(x,y) show magnetic-field lines. Notice that the

magnetic-field components are given by the derivative of the analytic function as

£ * - - * - • * . (3)
The analytic function can be expanded around zero, or the magnet center, into a

Taylor series with complex coefficients (An's),

f(z) = £ Anz\ (4)
n=0

as long as the summation converges. Aside from the constant term, each term in the

ascending order stands for the dipole, quadrupole, sextupole, and so on.

Generally, a Taylor series has a convergent radius. Only within a circular area in

the complex plane, defined by the convergent radius, does the series converge to f{z).

The convergent radius is determined by the distance of the nearest singular point of

f(z). From this observation, if the magnetic field is derived from an analytic function

having singular points within a finite distance from zero, the magnetic-field expansion

into a Taylor series fails outside of the convergent circle.

In the mathematical model, only the pole shape of the iron core is taken into

account in such a way that the pole shape coincides with an equi-potential line of the

imaginary part of the analytic function. Although the function gives the potential

over the whole complex plane, even in the core region, it should be noted that fields

inside the core have no relation with the analytic function. Indeed, for a real magnet



the magnetic potential is considered to be constant throughout each pole, whereas the

analytic function does not give a constant potential there. Even though the potential

cannot be defined in the core region of a real magnet, a mathematical model must deal

with the analytic function defined over the whole plane. Once the analytic function

outside of the magnet core is known from the magnetic field, it can be extended into

the core region across the pole shape boundary with the help of the analytic extension

theorem. Through an extension into the core region, the function may catch singular

points, which bring about a finite convergent radius in the field expansion.

First, consider a singular function,

G(z,z') = -i\og(z - z') = arg(* - z') - tlog \z - z'\, (5)

which is a Green function of the two-dimensional Laplace equation in free space, and

gives the potential around a magnetic charged line located at z'.

With the singular function, construct an analytic function,

FA(Z) = C-^[G{z,-ic)-G{z,ic)\
icB z- ic

= — l o g 7 T ^ (6)

where c is a positive number and B is to be the vertical field at the center. This

function describes the magnetic potential around two charged lines, one with positive

magnetic charges and the other with negative charges. The equi-potential lines of the

imaginary part draw famous Apollonius circles. If two circles with the same size are

chosen as magnet core shapes, one in the upper half plane and the other in the lower, as

shown in Fig.3, the analytic function gives the magnetic potential over the whole plane

outside of the magnet core. Although this field is seen fabricated with a mathematical

model, it can actually be constructed with two long iron rods having current coils at

each end.

Remember that, although the function is analytic outside the core region, it has,

within the core region, two branch points at ±ic, which lead to a finite convergent

radius of c for its Taylor expansion. The magnetic field (By) is

^-fl (7)

a series expansion of which does not converge outside of a circular area with the radius

c, as expected.
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Figure 3: Equi-potential lines around two charged lines. The two thick circles show

the boundary of the iron cores.

This function not only demonstrates that magnetic fields in free space cannot al-

ways be expanded into a Taylor series, but also will play a very important role in

constructing a mathematical model magnet later.

3. Bending-magnet models

A dipole field can be derived from a complex function (z), which, however, corre-

sponds to a dipole magnet with an infinite pole width. A real magnet has a finite pole

width, and useful fields exist only within the pole gap and decay outside. The effects of

a finite pole width can be taken into account by adding sextupole fields. If a primary

model magnet is constructed, an analytic function,

F1(z) = -z + gz\ (8)

where g measures the sextupole field strength, characterizes the pole geometry. The

center field is normalized by Z?j,(O,O) = 1. Equi-potential lines are shown in Fig.4 for

the case of g = 0.015, together with a thick line which shows the pole shape. In the

example the half-gap height is chosen to be 1. It should be noted, however, that the

mathematical model is valid only within a restricted area, including the pole gap and

its adjacent region. For a large z, fields derived from Fi(z) are very different from

those of the existing dipole magnets. For example on the median plane, the model

field diverges as z tends to infinity while real fields decrease to zero.

The magnetic field on the median plane (By) is shown in Fig.5. The pole shape

draws a smooth curve, and the field is not sufficiently uniform within the pole width.

Since the function Fi(z) has no singular points within a finite distance from zero, the

field of the primitive model can be expanded into a Taylor series over the whole plane.



Figure 4: Equi-potential lines of the

primitive dipole magnet model.
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Figure 5: Magnetic field along the

x-axis.

A real bend magnet, which produces a sufficiently uniform field, has sharper corners

at the pole edge than does the model. A primitive model magnet can be modified so

as to a more realistic one by either deforming or attaching shims to the pole edge.

Modifying the pole shape or the equi-potential line in a localized area, however, cannot

be done with harmonic functions analytic over the whole plane. Only singular functions

can play this role, and must be added to a place where equi-potential deformation is

needed. This means that the pole shape deformation, for producing a sufficiently

uniform field, introduces singular points, which limit the convergent radius of the field

expansion.

Among singular functions, the Green function (G(z, z')) is again chosen. A pair

of singular functions, exactly the same as in the previous section, are needed due to

the mirror symmetry with respect to the x-axis. By adding a singular function, or a

magnetic charged line near to a bumped corner, an equi-potential line can be shifted

locally. Magnetic fields are concentrated toward deformed or bumped corners.

In principle, a much more realistic model can be constructed by distributing addi-

tional magnetic charges around the deformed pole shape, because the singular function

is nothing but the Green function. Here, however, only one charged line is added at

each pole edge. The single charged line may be imagined to represent, more or less,

the distributed charges around the edge. Even with this model, the shim effect can be

well understood, and field singularities associated with the shim are well conserved.

Let the location of a charged line in the first quadrant of the complex plane be set

at c(= |c|e'*), where 9 is its argument. From another mirror-symmetry condition with

respect to the y-axis, shim effects are expressed by a function,



Fs(z,c) = [G(z,c*) - G(z,c)} + [G(z,-c) - G(z, -c*)], (9)

where c* is the complex conjugate of c.

Then, a mathematical model of a dipole magnet with shims can be constructed as

a combination of Fx{z) and Fs(z,c),

FB(z) = Fl(z) + kFs{z,c), (10)

where coefficient k measures the strength of the shim. While F^z) is analytic over

the whole plane, Fs(z,c) has singular points at distance \c\. As a result, the total field

derived from FB(Z) cannot be expanded into a series with z beyond the convergent

radius \c\.

Before optimizing the strength of the shim field, the shim field must be examined by

a series expansion. The magnetic field, or the derivative of Fs(z,c), can be expanded

into a series,

dFs{z,c) = _1 L_ + _J L.)
dz [z-c z-c* z + c* z + c*

= -nf>in(2m+l)0- (n) 2 m - (11)
ICI m=0 ICI

The summation consists of only even-order terms of z, which are dipole, sextupole,

decapole and so on. This series also shows that the decapole (m=2) can be eliminated

by choosing 0 — TT/5. The second optimization of the shim is to choose the strength

(k) so that the sextupole term vanishes in the derivative of FB(Z). The optimized k is

given by

3lc|3g

Thus, the first nonlinear term of the field is 26, with the optimized shim.

In the present example the additional charged lines are set at \c\ = 3 with an

optimum strength of k = 0.3194, given by (12). Fig.6 shows equi-potential lines and

the pole shape with the optimized shim. Fig.7 shows By on the x-axis of the model

magnet with and without shims. Fig.8 shows normalized bend fields in the x-y plane

as a 3-dimension display. These pictures clearly show the effectiveness of the shim.

With a larger \c\ of 5 together with an optimized k = 1.4786, the equi-potential

line or the pole-shape line shows a wider pole shape, as shown in Fig.9. Accordingly,

the useful aperture also becomes wider, as shown in Fig.7.
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Figure 6: Equi-potential lines of

a dipole magnet model with shims,

c = 3e?'.
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Figure 7: Normalized field on the me-

dian plane of model magnets with-

out shims (solid), with \c\ = 3

shims (dashes) and \c\ = 5 shims

(dot-dashes).

Although this paper does not aim at examining the effects of the shims, it does

analyze the convergence of the field expansion. When the expansion radius exceeds

the convergent radius (|c|), this case is very simple and the field expansion always

fails . If the expansion radius is less than the convergent radius, but close to it, the

convergence must be very slow and many higher-order terms are needed to reproduce

the field sufficiently.

In a practical calculation only a limited number of terms are considered. As a

result, the field reproduced by a truncated series differs from the real value. It should

be noted that in the present mathematical model the field errors are introduced only

through an expansion of the shim field. The contribution of the shim field depends on

g and c, or on the pole geometry. For discussing the relative errors with respect to

the center field, the shim field should be rewritten as the derivative of the total model

function, as

(13)

where the center field (Bo), including a part of the shim field, is given by



Figure 8: Normalized By(x,y) of the dipole magnet model with and without shims.

Figure 9: Equi-potential lines of a

dipole magnet model with \c\ = 5

shims.

Figure 10: Required order (n) in the

expansion (13) for 1% (solid) and 0.1%

(dashes) errors, with \c\ = 3 shims.

" ° - ^ 8in(3*)"~- ( H )

Then, the relative field error introduced by the truncated expansion through z2n is

estimated by an inequality,

1 3|cl2g z 2(n

' ^ Bsm(30)]cl 2m
Bosin(30)V ^sin(30)'m

For a given allowable relative error, as the radius \z\ approaches |c|, the maximum



order required for the expansion must grow rapidly. Fig. 10 shows the relation between

the maximum number (n) and | | | for 1% and 0.1% relative errors in the case of \c\ = 3

(Fig.6). For example, if the allowable error is 1% within \L\ < 0.8, at least up to z20

terms must be used in the expansion.

4. Symmetric quadrupole-magnet models

In principle, a quadrupole-magnet model can be constructed by transforming z to

22 in the dipole model, Fx(z). The discussion in this section, therefore, exactly follows

that for the dipole magnet. The above transformation leads a primary quadrupole

magnet model,

*«*!*( . • ) - ! [ - .« + , A (i6)
which is normalized by dBy(0,0)/dx — 1. Equi-potential lines of Fi{z) are shown in

Fig.ll, together with a thick line which shows the pole shape. Here, the bore radius

of the magnet is 1. To extend the useful aperture of the magnet the pole shape is

bumped at the pole edge by adding the singular function Fs(z2
yc), obtained from the

shim function by the same transformation. This time Fs{z2,c) has 8 singular points,

consistent with the symmetry condition. The location of the 8 singular points is derived

from the four singular points in the dipole model through a square-root operation.

0.5 1 1.5 2 2 .5 3

Figure 11: Equi-potential lines of the primitive quadrupole magnet model.

Let s be the square root of c,

(17)



where fi is the argument of the singular point and is chosen to be 7r/10 after the

optimization. Then, the shim function is explicitly given by

Fs{z\c) = [G(z,s*) + G(z,-s*)-G(z,s)-G(z,-s)}

(18)

The total function for the model quadrupole magnet with shims is

FQ[z) = l-FB{?) = F2(z) + k-Fs{z\c), (19)

where the optimized coefficient (fc) is the same as that for the dipole-magnet model.

Fig. 12 shows equi-potential lines and the optimum pole shape. The normalized field

gradient along the x-axis (dBy/dx) is shown in Fig.13, with and without the shim.
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Figure 12: Equi-potential lines of a

dipole-magnet model with shims.
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Figure 13: Field gradient on the

median plane of the magnet models

without shims (solid) and with shims

(dashes).

The derivative and the second derivative of FQ(Z) can be expanded as

dFQ(z)
dz

<PFQ(

(20)

(21)
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where the center field gradient B'o is given by

^ ( M . (22)
sin(o^)

The field gradient, or the second derivative of FQ(Z), can be expanded into a se-

ries with z4, with the first nonlinear term of z12. Both the relative field error and

the field gradient error, introduced by a truncated expansion through z4n+1 and c4n,

can be easily estimated from the above equations. Here, however, the results are not

presented, since the present paper does not aim at a practical use of the mathemati-

cal model, but, rather, at shedding light on the slow convergence of the field expansion.

5. Conclusions

Based on the idea that two-dimensional magnetic fields are derived from analytic

functions, the present paper shows that magnetic fields, even in a material-free space,

cannot always be expanded into a Taylor series around the magnet center if the asso-

ciated analytic function has singular points within a finite distance. The distance of

the nearest singular point determines the convergent radius of the series expansion.

A mathematical model with analytic functions is applied to dipole and quadrupole

magnets with a finite good-field region, and suggests that the pole-shape deformation

for producing a sufficiently uniform field accompanies singular points inside the core

region near to the pole edge or shims. It also points out that a field expansion into a

truncated series may introduce significant errors near to the border of the useful aper-

ture, or near shims, because the series converges very slowly near to the convergent

radius.
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